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Options for Job-contract for Student Mess Catering 
 

Catering Contract for Student Messes: September 20
th

 2009 
 
Present Status: The students‟ hostels currently 
have three messes providing food for 1900 
students. Each mess operates in two shifts of 23 
staff with designations of Head Cook, cooks, 
Bearers, Dining hall attendants and utensil 
washers. The manpower is composed of 36 
permanent staff, 102 contract staff (actually we pay 
120 persons salary to accommodate weekly off) 
and 9 store keepers/token issuers (paid by students 
and cost included in the mess bill). The three mess 
Supervisors monitor the six shifts all through the 
week. All the contract staff is supplied by MS. Toms 
& Co. and paid state government wages with PF 
and ESI facilities. The present contract for A and C 
mess is up to March 31

st
 2010. For B mess, it 

expired on March 2009 and ad-hoc extension is 
given up to Sept. 2009. The staff employed by the 
students does not have any benefits. The students‟ 
mess committee decides the menu for each mess 
separately and develops vendors for supply of 
provision. Mess bill calculation is based on dividing 
system and vendor payment is done by the Hostel 
office staff in coordination with the Mess 
Supervisors. Practically there is considerable 
difficulty in the smooth functioning of the messes 
due to passing on the responsibility from one party 
to another. 
 
In view of the new wage guidelines for contract staff 
and need to cater to increased number of boarders, 
the functioning of messes needs to be altered. The 
possible options and consequences are listed 
below. 
 
Option A: One of the messes can be operated with 
all contract staff, who will be paid central govt. 
wages. The present Supervisors and Head Cooks 
continue their role and supply of provisions and 
mess bill calculation and collection of charges is to 

be done as of now. However this requires shifting 
of permanent staff to other two messes, which can 
invite some problems. The recent call for labor 
contract at state govt. wages, by advertising in all 
India papers attracted only 4 Bangalore based 
parties, of them 3 were old parties about whom we 
had negative observations.  
 
Option B: One of the messes can be operated on 
Job Contract mode, with specified manpower at all 
levels supplied by the contractor and paid Central 
Govt. wages. A limited tender may be called to 
shorten the process time. The provisions supply 
involving Mess committee and dividing system of 
mess bill calculation and mess charges collection 
continues to be done by Hostel office. This can 
increase better coordination among workers and 
the job may be doable with less number of hands. 
Again the response from vendors to operate in this 
mode can be small from our previous experience. 
 
Option C: One of the messes can be operated on 
a Job Contract including the supply of provisions, 
with specified manpower at all levels supplied by 
the contractor at central govt. rates This will 
essentially be Catering contract for the supply of 
food based on the menu decided by the students‟ 
mess committee. A limited tender may be called to 
shorten the process time. The payment to 
contractor and Mess bill collection can be done by 
the Hostel office. While this may attract larger 
number of contractors, students may have 
apprehensions about the cost of food. The supply 
of water, power and infrastructure can be continued 
as of now as a subsidy. However the cost of the 
manpower will be added to the Mess Bill. This 
feared increase may be compensated by 
competitive purchase of provisions, less pilferage 
and efficient utilization of manpower. 

 
Summary  

 

Option Mode of Operation Advantages / Disadvantages 

A 
B Mess - Labor Contract as per CGR 
A & C Mess – Existing contract modified to 
accommodate CGR 

Minimum disruptions – Status quo maintained. 

Expensive (approx double the existing expenditure).  

B 

B Mess – Job Contract (Materials supplied by 
us) 
A & C Mess – Existing contract modified to 
accommodate CGR 

Experimental. Isolation of the permanent and 
contract workers.  
All permanent employees from one mess to be 
transferred (to other messes or elsewhere). 

C 

B Mess – Job contract including provision. 
Catering contract 
A & C Mess – Existing contract modified to 
accommodate CGR 

We would like to move on to this model ideally. 
All permanent employees from one mess to be 
transferred (to other messes or elsewhere). Control 
of Menu by the students is limited. 

CGR - Central Govt. Rules  
Labour contract - We specify the number of people to be employed. 
Job Contract – We specify the Job and the contractors come up with the numbers.  
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Mess issue – Letters from Students 

 
Dear all, 
This is Siva Rama Krishna, ex-vice president and I was an active member in mess committee of A-mess 
for more than two terms. I am hereforth putting my views on the issue of privatization of the messes. I will 
explain the present system and the future feasible system and conclude with my personal 
recommendation. Please think about it and form your own opinions. 
 
Present system: 
Mess committee along with 9 other employees employed by them run the mess. Mess president and vice 
presidents have an important role in organizing the mess. Along with the committee members they do the 
following duties: 
 

Mess president and Vice presidents: They sign each and every vendor bill after the auditor (employed by 
the mess committee) verifies the bills. They take care of the order of rice and other essential commodities 
from METRO. 
 

Vegetable checking: Vegetable vendor delivers that materials on M/W/F. Committee members check the 
quality and the quantity of the fruits and vegetables supplied by the vendors. Sometimes the delivery 
happens early in the morning also.  
 

Monthly Stock checking: There are three store keepers employed by the mess committee to maintain the 
stocks in the mess store. On 15

th
 of every month, one or two committee members verify the quantity of 

each and every item in the store. 
 
Surprise checks: Surprise checks are also done to make sure that there is no cheating. 
 
Vendor development: Mess committee members search for new vendors who supply a better quality 
product or a cheaper product of good quality to make sure that we get best quality food with a reasonable 
daily rate. 
 
Menu: Last but not the least, the menu is decided by the mess committee members taking into account 
the tastes of different boarders, the work load on the cooking staff, the cost of the items, etc. 
 
The service of hostel authorities, the mess supervisors and the cooking staff is greatly acknowledged. 
Regarding the cooking staff, there are a couple of permanent employees and lots of skilled and unskilled 
temporary employees. A labor contract worth Rs. 75 lakhs takes care of all the temporary employees. 
Institute administration bears this expense. The wages are paid according to the recommendations by the 
state government. It does not hold true anymore because authorities were instructed to pay central 
government minimum wages which is double that of state government's recommendation. The whole 
expenditure might be put on the student itself which amounts to Rs 300/- per month per student. I 
emphasize the word "might be". Even with that additional expenditure here are the advantages of the 
system. 
 

Advantages: 
1. It is a no loss no gain system.  
2. Guest incomes get subtracted from the total 

bill.  
3. Quality and quantity are taken care of.  

4. It is a system run by the students for the 
students.  

5. There is a lot of freedom for students. 

 

Disadvantages: 
1. The labour contract system is tough to manage.  
2. No bidders for labour contract system. 
3. Lots of unskilled labourers are present. This 

resulted in an accident in A-mess recently. 
4. Work efficiency is less. 
5. Students are not united and their apathy for 

non-academic issues is well known.  
6. Out of the 700 and odd people, not even 3 

people came forward to do service as mess 
committee members. This time 2 out of 8 posts 

were filled before the deadline. As I understand 
three joined later. In that one person is from the 
previous committee. The situation is worse in 
B-mess where there was no nomination at all. 

7. All brick bats are for mess committee members. 
8. Not many students cared to attend the general 

body meeting called for this purpose on 
January 30

th.
 Out of 1800 boarders, 30 people 

attended the meeting. 
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Privatization (as I understand): 
Instead of the present labour contract, it is going to be a job contract system. We get cooked food and 
rest of the things are taken care of by the contractor. The Mess committee‟s role now is to decide the 
menu and check the quality of food. 
 
Advantages: 
1. No issues with labourers. 
2. Whether the employees are skilled or unskilled 

is the botheration of the contractor. 

3. Responsibility on the shoulders of students/ 
administration is less. 

 
Disadvantages: 
1. Raw material purchase is in the contractor's 

hand. We don‟t know whether it is good 
material or not. Health is more important than 
anything else. We should look into this 
seriously 

2. As I understand, no snacks during the tea time. 
This can be negotiated, I guess. 

3. Bill will definitely be more than at present. 
4. The menu will be a basic menu. 
5. Students have less freedom. 

 
Conclusion(My personal opinion): 
 
The present system with all its flaws is the best for students, if students are united and everybody shares 
the responsibility of the mess and "if the present contractor is ready to extend his services". If every 
student does a job pertaining to the mess on one day, then it reduces the burden on the mess committee 
members and things can be maintained with more efficiency. The "if" clauses here are idealistic clauses.  
I am 99% sure that it is not going to happen (pardon me for my pessimism). There is still a 1% hope in me 
that this system can be made feasible. The privatization is a practical solution and it is good enough to 
serve our basic needs. We need to compromise somewhere or the other. I personally vote for a 
private mess given the apathy of the students towards their own problems and the difficulty in 
finding a contractor who can supply only labour. The choice is yours. Apathy or unity?? 

Siva Rama Krishna (ECE) 
 
 

Hi, 
This is a strange thing happening in IISc. Everyone comments on food and its quality, but no one is willing 
to take the responsibility.  
 
This is a great opportunity for every one of us to take part in the mess committee and other committees. 
Once we go out of campus, there are many things we need to handle in day to day life. We do not do the 
same research life-long and have to handle many tough situations. Activities such as these can really 
help us in learning the practical things in this world. Let us be active in non-academic activities for our 
own benefit.  
 
My sincere request to all the students is to take up these responsibilities for one semester at least, and 
work sincerely. If we work as a team, it is going to be very easy task.  
 
Let us be united and take active part in maintaining a healthy life. Private system can only make us 
helpless, eating non healthy food. We can never know what we eat. I personally know that many of the 
top super markets supply old and damaged items to people maintaining hotels, messes, etc. Health is 
wealth. Let us be part of mess committee and save our health. 

Sivaramakrishna Perala (CHEMENG) 
 
 

 
Hi,  
There are things that might actually encourage people to take up the job:  

1) Incentivise. For example exempt (partial or full exemption) them from the mess fee (and blame).  
2) Allow people to work for a short period of time so that it will be less taxing on their time to be a part 

of committee.  
 
I am not in a situation to be a part of the committee but I hope these suggestions help. 

Chintan Rao H
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Although I don‟t have much right to comment as I missed GBM („coz of my ill health), a lot of my friends 
and I will be glad if someone could answer following question. 
 
Isn‟t it the responsibility of the Institute to take care of the wages of mess workers? Why do students have 
to bother whether state government or central government directives are applied? If the workers are 
supposed to be paid more according to „new‟ rules, the Institute‟s budget should be modified accordingly. 
It‟s hard to believe that IISc „lacks‟ funds to pay to its own mess workers. I heard from my ex-IITian/NITian 
friends that their mess bill used to be around 1000/- Considering inflation, our mess food quality, present 
mess bill is justified. But with the added expense of payment of mess workers, it might be around 2000/- 
per head per month.  
 
Can someone explain why IISc administration wants us to pay more when IITs and NITs don‟t? Is it 
because we accept whatever is forced on us? Or is there any other sensible reason?  
 
Being a part of Students‟ Council, I understand the problem of the lack of enthusiasm of the IISc student 
community towards non-academic things. I condemn this attitude of not playing a constructive role in the 
system with the excuse that “I don‟t get time out of my research.” Honestly, every one of us does spend 
good amount of time in „change of work‟ (can be read as „time-pass‟). Isn‟t it our responsibility to spend at 
least a small amount of time for the things which lead to positive changes in the system?  

Parag Khairnar (ECE) 
 
 

 
The present mess system requires active participation from the students for running the messes 
efficiently, i.e., good quality food and low mess bill. However, recently I have noticed an absolute lack of 
interest in managing the messes by students in terms of serving in the mess committee. It may seem that 
being in mess committee (especially if one is vice president or president) involves a lot of extra burden, 
but after being in B mess committee for 1.5 years (in which I served as B mess VP for one term & mess 
president for the last term) I feel that it‟s a matter of taking things into one‟s stride. Actually, it has taught 
me a lot about management in terms of dealing with students & mess workers. However, I can't change 
the opinions of others and without an active mess committee, it won‟t take long to hit the nadir. In fact, 
after all those pilferage issues which we unraveled, I had heard from insiders that "they" were waiting for 
our mess committee to change and when it changes they'll spring back to "action". The present system of 
mess-management by the students is a sort of no-profit system which serves very well as long as the 
mess committee is active; but if the students themselves do not come forward in managing their own 
messes, I think it'll be worse than the alternatives (like catering) that is proposed by the administration. 
 
Given the apathy of the students in managing the messes as well as the active attitude of the 
administration in pushing private catering, we the students have nothing to do but say "yes" to private 
catering. But even if the messes are given to private caterers for operation, students have to take an 
active interest in the process. The administration will take action which definitely won't let students starve; 
but I'm sure it won't be the optimum unless students have an active interest in deciding the private 
caterers who are going to serve them. 

Sourav Rakshit 
 
 
 

I would like to share my opinion. During my B.E at NIT, a similar thing happened and one of the messes 
was privatized. As Siva Rama Krishna mentioned, we had no control over food quality and other things.  
 
This resulted in Hotel-like food, lots of SODA and MASALA, sudden jump in the mess bill and many such 
issues. Within a few days, everyone was uncomfortable.  
 
I think we should not let the privatization happen. And as one person has suggested, we all should share 
the load of the mess committee.  

Shyamprasad K. 

Raise your Voice!  Let yourself be heard!   
Participate in the Online Poll on the issues related to the mess.  To cast your vote, log on to 

http://www.ncsi.iisc.ernet.in/eVoices. 


